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An exact dynamical ren ormalization approach in differential form is proposed

for kinetic van der Waals spin systems with general many-body interactions.

The problem of restoring covariance in the evolution equation after renorÍnali?ia'

tion of the model is solved by introducing a suitable renormalued time parame-

ter, which depends also on the magnetization of the spin configuration. The

study of the behavior of this renorÍna\ved time near criticality leads to a scaling

relation for the linear relaxation time. This relation can be shown to imply the

exact results for the dynamical critical behavior of the system.

KEY TUORDS: van der Waals spin systems; molecular Íield; critical dynam-

ics; difÍerential renormalization'

1. INTRODUCTION

When trying to extend to the dynamical context the static renormalization

approach to critical phenomena, the relevant new problem arises of map-

ping the given time evolution law in a covariant way into a new law,

àppiopriate for the coarse-grained system. Such a problem is in general

highly nonhivial; this is the main reason why there has been relatively little
progress in the direction of applying so-called real-space renormalization

iechniques(t) to httice spin systems with dynamics governed by a master

equation.(2) The action of block-spin transformations on these systems, for
example, unavoidably introduces memory effects which, if not handled
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systematically, destroy the covariance under renormalization of the time
evolution equation, thus depriving in principle the whole metlod of its
effectiveness.

Especially in view of our still poor ability in facing the general

difficulties connected with the implementation of a dynamical lslormaliza-
tion program, it seems to us of considerable theoretical interest to study
model systems, which are simple enough to allow for a complete and
satisfactory realization of such a program without approximations.

In the present article we propose and elaborate exactly a renormaliza-
tion scheme for mean field, van der Waals systems with stochastic dynam-
ics. As far as the statics is concerned, this renormalization method was

discussed in a previous publication by the present authors.(3) 3 The scheme

has the peculiar technical feature of being of a differential type, which
proved to be extremely powerful and elegant in extracting all the thermody-
namic and criticàl properties of the model. While the van der Vy'aals

systems are relatively trivial in themselves and have some unrealistic
physical features, the static differential renormalization procedure applied
to them proved to be very interesting and allowed the explicit calculation of
some quantities, which could not be otherwise obtained by more standard
renormalization approaches. Most important in our opinion, those calcula-
tions provided an exact prototypical realization of some of the features that
an analogous approach should show when applied to more complicated
systems.

A strong motivation in that work was also given to us by the hope that
the efficiency of the differential technique could allow for a relatively easy

dynamical extension of the approach, to which the present article is
devoted.

Using our differential scheme, we are able to follow explicitly how the
dynamics of the model is modified as a consequence of an infinitesimal
decimation of the degrees of freedom. We then succeed in taking into
account this modification, together with the accompanying covariance-
breaking effects, in a very simple and elegant way, by a suitable redefini-
tion of the time parameter. This completely restores the original form of the
evolution equation. The knowledge of the transformation of tle time under
renormalization leads finally to the possibility of predicting the behavior of
the characteristic relaxation time of the system as a function of temperature
and magnetic field, using only scaling aÍguments. Consistently with the
general attitude inspiring the renormalization approach, the results are not
obtained by solving directly the timc evolution of the system, but only by

3 Hereafter we rcfer to this paper as I.
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exploiting properly the properties of the mapping of this evolution into the

renormalized evolution.
The paper is organized in five sections, the second of which is devoted

to the introáuction of the model and the discussion of the main features of

its dynamics. Some of the basic concepts and results of I are briefly

summarized in Section 3, where our dynamical rènormalization program is

clearly stated. There we also solve explicitly the problem of restoring

"ouu.i"t"" 
in the equation of motion. The renormalized time function,

introduced for this covariance, is further discussed in Section 4, and the

dynamical scaling indices are obtained on the basis of the fixed point

blhavior. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. An Appendix is

devoted to a detailed study of the renormalized time function and of the

scaling corrections. This fully justifies some assumptions made for the

derivation in Section 4.

2. THE IIODEL AND ITS DYNAMICS

As in Paper I, we are dealing here with classical spin systems having

arbitrary many-body, mean field interactions. lVith the same notations' we

will write the reduced Éamiltonian BH as a function of the'average

magnetization m of the given configuration {S} of the set of N spins:

-Éfl({s }\: Ne(m) (l)

where B : l/kaT and

m:N-'Ë +j:l
(Sr: tl) (2)

(4)

In the limit when N goes to infinity, rz becomes a continuous variable.

The equilibrium canonical probability distribution for the configura-

tions can be written as

Po({S }): Z-re-pn({s)) - /-trNe(m) : Fo(m) (3)

with the partition function

/ : Ttt s )e 
Ne(m)

Tr1s, indicates a trace over all 2N configurations. In the following e(m) is

assïáed to be a general, sufficiently regular function, defined on the

interval (- I, l).
A kinetic version of a mean field spin model was first studied by

Griffiths et al.@ in connection with the problem of the relaxation time of

metastable states. Here we introduce the tirre evolution in a completely

analogous way, by using a master equation with single spin-flip transitions.
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We denote by P({S},Í) the time-dependent nonequilibrium probability of
the configuration { S }, and we assume the evolution equation

Q- píís )-r): Ë {w,({(s),,s })p({(s),,$ },r)At'\1" J"' i:l

-w{{(s),, -s, })P({(s)i, -s, },t)} (5)

By (S), we have indicated the set of all spins except the ith one, and thus

{(S)i, - ^f } renresents the configuration obtained from {S} : {(S)r,q} bV
reversing the jth spin. Wj({ S }) describes the probability per unit time for
the flipping of theTth spin from ^f, into - +, given a ceftain configuration
{s}.

The choice for \ is of coÉrse not unique; here we choose

wr({ s }) : po({,s })-' rzpo({ts )i, -q } )'t'
which satisfies the detailed balance condition, thus guaranteeing the ergod-
icity of the system.

Like the Hamiltonian, also the nonequilibrium probability distribution
of the configurations will be assumed to depend only on the mean magne-
tization m, arLd it will be written as

P({^s}, t): F(*,t): z- tt*p{ar("@)+ h(m,Í))}

(6)

(7)

h(m,t) thus measuring the time-dependent deviation from the equilibrium
distribution. Since the Z appearng in (7) is the time-independent partition
function, tle function h(m,t) must embody an m-independent term such
that

Tr151P({S },t): I (8)

The way in which our system approaches equilibrium will be fully de-
scribed by the time dependence of h(m,t).

The time evolution of ft is easily obtained in the thermodynamic limit,
when we let iÍ go to infinity. The discrete variable rn becomes continuous
in this limit, and (5) can easily be translated into a partial differential
equation for ft. Indeed, starting from (5) and taking into account that the
magnetization of a given configuration {S} changes from m to m-
QSj/N) after flipping theTth spin, one obtains with simple algebra, for.lÍ
going to infinity,

*: -"orh ètmsinhèrcosh(é +Zi1-n sinh(é +Zi! (9)
dt

where the dots indicate partial derivatives witl respect to ra. After differen-
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tiation with respect to Ín on both sides, (9) becomes a quasilinear partial

differential equation f.or i(m, t'1.

In what follows, we will work with the linearizcd version of (9), in
which only first-order contributions in ft are taken into account. This is
sufficient as far as the discussion of 'the linear relaxation of the system is,

concerned. This linearized version of (9) can be written in the form

Ah t/\ -^-\'#: A(è,m)h

A (Í, m) :2(sinh Ï - m cosh /)
The specific form of I is of coluse a consequence of the choice we made in
(6) for the transition probabilities. In view of further considerations, it is

interesting to notice that an equally acceptable choice would be to multiply
the right-hand side of Eq. (6) by an arbihary positive nonsingular function

of (s),. If we are interested in an equation still leading to an evolution

complétely describable in terms of the variables t an,d m alone, then the

dependence on (S), can be assumed through the argumenl (^ - S/ !{):
*hich i. $ indepenilent. One can easily check that if we call a(m - Sj/ N)
the above function, then the coefficient I in the final equation (10) is
replaced by

A'(è,m): a(mYG,*)

Equation (10) can be seen to have the general solution

h(*,t): ho(fro(m,t)) (13)

fio(m, t) is the inverse of fr(ms, t), which is itself the solution of the

characteristic equation

#: -AG@)'m)

with the initial value m(t: 0) : ffio. The function ho is given by the initial
condition on the deviation from equilibrium:

ho@) - ft(*,O)

From the solution (13) all the dynamic information on the infinite

system can be obtaiaed in fiÍst order in the deviations from equilibrium.

The evolution of the average magnetization, in particular, can be obtained

straightforwardly by a standard saddle point argument for this JV infinity
situaiion. We mention that a more extended and formally rigorous discus-

sion of models within the class discussed here can be found in Ref. 5.

( l0)

(l l)

(t2)

(14)

( 15)
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3. INFINITESIiIAL TRAI{SFOR]TATIONS AND THEIR EFFECT ON
THE DYNATIICAL EVOLUTIOI{

The renormalization approach in statics is based on the idea of
expressing the free enerry of the initial system as that of a transformed,
coarse-grained system, with different.interactions, but with the same func-
tional.form of the free enerry per pafticle.(r) Such a relation between the
free energies of the two systems is then expected to reduce, near criticality,
to a realization of :Widom's generalized homogeneity condition for the
thermodynamic potential. In this rvay one is ablE to draw conclusions
about both the location and the nature of the singularities displayed by the
system. This information is obtained from the simple transformation prop-
erties of the free energJ, and not from an explicit calculation of this
function.

In Paper I we discussed a one-parameter dependent family of static
transformations of the above-mentioned type. They were basically obtained
by eliminating one of the 1V spins in the summation (4) for the partition
function. We computed the negative enêrry function e'(m) f.w a system of
N' : N - I particles, up to first order in.lf -r as

e': e* 
"-'(, - më+ln(2coshé) + ï@-tanhé)sinh2' -g) (16)

where a is a variable parameter and g a normalization constant, indepen-
dent of m, fixed,, e.8., by the condition e'(0) : e(0). At the same time, the
free energies per particle of the old and of the new system are related by the
equation

pF(e') :(l + N-\ pre) + N -t8 ( l7)

It is essential for the discussion of the critical properties of the system that
the new free energy has the same functional dependence on e' as the
original free enerry had on e.

The infinitesimal character of the transformation has many technical
advantageg as discussed in I. A repeated application of the transformation
reduces tle number of spins to

N' : Ne-" (18)

and this induces a differential renormalization flow in the parameter s for
tle negative enerry function e(m). Eqvtion (16) can be rewritten as a
partial differential equation for e(m,s). The solution of this equation was

treated in paper I.
In order to summarize a few properties of this differential equation

which we will need in the present paper, let us remind that there is a critical
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fixed point solution glven bY

è*(*): tanh -t m

Furthermore, w€ can write

e(*,s) : e*(m)* 6e : e*(^) + I an(s)m" (20)

For small deviations from e*, we can linear:g:e the differential equation in

Ee. The solution of this linearized ren ormalization equation is then given by

a,(s): an(o)exP((l - nc)s)

Bysubstituting(19)in(11),wefindthatA(è},m)isidenticallyzero;
this deans that thi relaxatiàn'time of the system is infinite at the fixed

pÀi .r it should be. In view of Eq. (12), it is evident that this basic

íi"pËttv tr-ui"s valid if we allow for transition probabilities different from

inoL gin"" by Eq. (6), as discussed in the previous section'

Ï.á get iÍformaàon about the critical properties of the dynamics of the

model,wewanttoproceedwithastrategysimilartotleonefollowedinthe
statics. The basic iàea is to use the static mapping induced by (16)_in order

to establish a transformation of the given dynamical evolutiol, described

by ft, into a nelv one' described by h', andgoverned by transition probabili-

tiát (Ol connected to the renormalized enerry function e" li 
-we 

make sure

that'h' maintains the same functional form as ,t, it will be possible to

"iira"t 
information about lhe critical slowing down by only studying the

established relation between h and h" without solving explicitly for the time

wolution of á.
Since tle time evolution operator acting on ft depends on é' it will be

necessaryforpreservingthefunctionaldependencesthatEq.(10)forthe
evolutioi of 1 transforÀs in a covariant way, i'e', we expect ft' to satisfy an

evolution equation

# - A(è',^)h'

In Eq. (ICI) we have put a prime in the time variable, in view of the fact

that we'expect, also ón physical grounds, that the time variable must be

rescaled in-order to obtain an eqótion like (10). In the following we will

indeed show that Eq. (10',) cao b" established only at the cost of a rather

complicated, m-dependent transformation of the time variable'.Consideragivenft,solutionofEq.(10),specifyingthedeviationfrom

equilibrium of tíe probability distribution (7) of our 
-sYstem 

with negative

"o"rry 
function e(fi. lt is a straightforward procedure to calculate the

effecíof the infinitesimal transformation (16) on the function e * h' Keep'

ftl9

( le)

(2r)

(10')
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ing f or e' the expression given by Eq. (16), we obtain, up to first order in h,

where

It is clear that there corresponds to (22) a differential equation for ft with
respect to the variable s from (18).To obtain it, we have to write (22) in the
form

h,:h+lr-t(r+Cn)

Q - C(*,è,o): tanh è - m - ie(2è,m)

(22)

(23)

It':h+drdL(t'=è'o) h
ds

i (^,r^, s) - ft(m,Í, s)

satisfies for all s the equation

Y - AG(^,s),m)i
ot^

(24)

where Z is a linear operator on the function ft.
The function h', and in general h(m,t,ss), obtained by integrating Eq.

(24) between 0 and se, specifies now the deviation from equilibrium of the
renormalized probability distribution. Equations Q2) and (24) constitute
the basic relations for our dynamical mapping.

In order to obtain the time evolution equation for the renormalized
function h', we combine Q2) wlrth (10) and we get, up to corrections of
order .|y' -2,4

w : A1è"m)h' + n-t1CÀ - CeTn - (A(è"m) - A(è,m))ti (25)

It is immediately clear that we do not yet obtain the desired covariance, as
expressed in (10). Our infinitesimal renonnalizalisÍt introduces in the
dynamical equation some infinitesimal correction terms, which break the
covariance. This is a general feature of the dynanical renormalization
method, and it simply suggests to us that time itself has to be redefined in
an appropriate nontrivial way, if we want to obtain some covariance
property. Quite generally, we are thus looking for a nêw time variable
t*(t,s,m) such that ft, defined by

(26)

( 10")

We may always impose tn(t,r:0,m): f. After the first infinitesimal

a In writing down Eq. (10), we did not include some additional correction terms of order .lÍ - I,
since they are not relevant to our discussion. (See, however, Ref. 4 for their importance in the
study of metastable states.) Indeed, these terms should appear again in Eq. (25), with
renorÍnalization corrections of order y -2.
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renorm ahz-ation step (ds : N - t), *t then have

tls1

(27)

(28)

tR:t+N-tP (f:*)

Equation (25) can then be seen to reduce to the covariant form (10"), if P
satisfies the equation

As boundary condition lor B, we may choose B(m,t: O) I O, yhic.h means

that r. : 0 if t : 0. and thit fot all m adfijs. Looking for the full solution of

fZgl $."n of course be meaningless, since its homogeneous part is of the

àá" to* as (10), the equation which completely solves the. dynamical

problem. In the next section we will show how the dynamical critical

properties, i.e., the properties of the solutions of (10) around the critical

poii,, 
"o,, 

be áeriveà frtm the solutibn of (28) at the fiÍed point.
' 

The full renormalized time tR can be obtained from B by integration:

t^(m,t,s;[']) - t + ['a"' B(m't^(m'r's'; Ie]); Ie]) (29)

where we pointed out the functional dependence of Í^ and B on e(m,s).

In this section we have thus achieved the result of mapping tle linear

dynamical evolution for ft as a function of t, which exists orieinally (i'e', for

, : O), into an identical evolirtion at s *0 for í as a function of Í^' Indeed,

oo" óuo easily check on the basis of the above definitions and results that

the following property must hold for general s:

L(r,[ 
"])h(ffi,t,lho], ["(t 

: 0)])

: fr (m,t^(m,t,s, [ "]),lL(t, ["]) 
t'ol,le(t) ]) (30)

#):/#*y

Here h(m,t,Íhol,tel) indicates the solution

for a given initial condition ho(m) at t: Q'

of the renonn ahrz'ation equations (22)-(24)'

be clear that L and /^ depend functionally
.t.

Equation (30) is the basic relation, which will allow us

the properties of the dynamics near the fixed point.

4. SCALING RELATION FOR THE RELANA'TION TIME

to investi gate

In this section, we first derive an expression for the renormallE:ed time

tn(m,t,si[eJ), asymptotically valid for large times (t+ m) and for systems

in the critiá region. The fact that a system is in the critical region means

of the dynamical equation (10)

L(s,Í,eDh represents the solution
From their definitions it should
on e(s') for all s' between 0 and
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that e(m, s) will approximately become equal to e*(m) when r becomes
sufficiently large.s

The quantity y defined in (28) is given by

r: A-'(rÀ -óe # #)

Stella and Dekeyser

: - ë (l - tanh'q - a sinh2é + 2aë(cosh 2è -m sinh 2è)

At the fixed point solution (19), this reduces to

t* : - I + 2a * o*'/(l - *r)

(3 1)

(32)

p,_-., _(l _2a)t^

tR- Íexp[ -tl 2a)s]

(33)

(34)

Let us, for the time being, take the attitude that we are close enough to
criticality to forget about the difference between y and y*. Furthermore, we
will neglect the z dependence of y.The validity of this assumption may be
intuitively argued from the fact that if we let Í become sufficient$ large, the
system will relax almost completely to its equilibrium state, in which the
average magnetization is zero, or nearly zero, when close to criticality.
Therefore, we expect that the dominant features of the critical behavior
must be controlled by what happens around the point m:0. We will show
in the present section how this simplistic approach leads to the correct
critical dynamical behavior. A more complete justification of these assump-
tions is reported in the Appendix, where a detailed investigation is made of
some basic properties of the solutions for p and Í^ near criticality.

Since at criticality we have that A: 0, in our approximations (28)
leads immediately to

and from (29)

It may be expected from the nature of our simplifications that this solution
will be asymptotically correct in the critical region and for large enough
times.

Let us now look at the consequences of the time renormalization (34),
by using the basic relation (30). This equation expresses the fact that time
evolution and renormalization (s evolution) are commutative operations,
when we use the proper renormalized time. It is natural to assume as
general form for the time-dependent solution of Eq. (10) a superposition of
exponentially decaying modes :

h(m,t, Il,o],Ir]) : IÀo([ro])Ho@)exp{- t/ tr(lel)} (35)
k

5 lve have in mind the particular choice I /3 < a < I /2, which in view of (21) yields only the
magnetic field and the temperature as relevant variables in the traditional sense.
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H*(m) are the different modes that relax to zero at equilibrium. sinbe both

trr.'i*tiut condition ho(m\ and the energy function e(m\ are influenced by

the renormalization "à ut" thus s dependent, we mal expect that in the

right-hand side of Eq. (30) 1r1,, H)(m)' Í' and the relaxation times /o will all

bJ s dependent. Our rn:ain iniereit lies, however, in the critical behavior of

tr, tl" relaxation time of the slowest mode. On the basis of Eq. (35)'

relation (30) maY be rewritten as

)Ào(prnl)exp {- t/ to(le1s : o)])}2,( s,le)\Ho(n,r : 0)
k

= )Ào(lr(s, Ie])hs])ÍIe(m,s)exp{ - t^(t,s,['])/t-(["(0])] (36)
k '-

If both t and t^become very large, only the slowest mode is of importance'

and the identi| of the corràsponding terms leads us immediately to

If we charac tenze the functio n e(m,s) by the coefficients an defined in (20)'

we obtain the scaling relation

t^(t,r, ["])
ro([e(s:0)])

or, with (34),

Ío( [ e (s) ]) : e- (t -2a)s1o( 
[ " 

(t : 0) ])

ro( { o,}) : e(r -2a)s1o(t o, e(t - '")' } )

or, by defining

À - e(r-Za)s

. í 
p:e-ds

this is equivalent to

ro({ a,}) - rro({V "-'o,})

tr(t"(')l)
(37)

(38)

(3e)

(40u)

(40b)

(41)

This equation for the relaxation time may be analyzed in a similar way as

the scaïing relation for the free enerry in Paper I' As relevant application;

Ëi ", oó look at the case where only three parameters are important:

dr: h,à2:1-7 - 7", arrd ao' We then have

to(h,r,aa) - 1to( (X/ p)h,M,)rp'oo)

The p independence of the left-hand side impties that to is a function of r
anó (h2ao) only, and thus

to(h,r,ao) : f(r,h2aa): t'Í(l",tt3h2at) (43)

This means that the relaxation time to should be homogeneous of order

(42)
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(- l) in r and (h'o)t/3, or

tonlT. -T"ar for h:0
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,--, h-2/3

(44)

(45)forT:T"
Both results may be understood from standard mean field arguments.

We end this section by noticing that, if we would consiàer transition
probabilities different from (6), and leading to time evolution operator
coefficients given by Eq. (12), we would get in the expression for y a
correction term equal to Cà/a. Since at the fixed point C is equal to zero
for m:0, the above conclusions are expected to hold also in this more
general case. The same kind of argument can still be seen to apply if we
allow the function a(m) to depend on z also through the argument è(m'),
i.e., if we make a(m) temperature dependent. In this case, of course, also
the term AA/Aè.dè/dt in 7 is modified, but one can again check that the
difference becomes zÊÍo at m:0 Íor è : ér. This result provides an explicit
example of a very simple mechanism of stability of the dynamical critical
behavior with respect to modifications of the transition rate in the master
equation.

5. COI{CLUDING REMARKS

Even iÍ strongly limited by the mean field character of the model, the
approach presented here has, in our opinion, some remarkable features. A
few of these features grve clear indications of problems and properties
which arise in more general and difficult contexts.

As a first striking property, we would like to mention the z depen-
dence of the renormalized time function r^. This rn dependence, which
turns out to be essential in establishing covariance in the equation of
motion, is rather notable because it implies that time itself must become a
random variable, on the same footing as rn itself. In the case of short-range
forces, one should thus by analogy expect that the time transforms under
renormalization into a function of the spin configuration of the system.
This is of course somewhat discouraging. To handle, even approximately,
such a configurational dependence of 1fos tims will be a very hard task,
certainly if one wants to embody this dependence in a reasonably simple
global scheme of dynamical evolution, like that provided by the master
equation.

A rather interesting mechanism revealed by our analysis is the one
discussed in detail in the Appendix. In our opinion it is of crucial impor-
tance, because it shows how some very general features of the dynamics of
the system are at the basis of the possibility of recovering the appropriate
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dynamical exponents of the system by renormalization methods. Indeed, in

tíe,fppendix we show that the whole rn-dependent part of 1 is irrelevant in

determining the asymptotic large time behavior of B, and thus of r^. This is

due to the circumstance that the average magnetization relaxes to zero at

criticality, irrespective of the detailed way in which this relaxation occuÍs.

enóther aspect that we were able to put directly io evidence is the

detailed mechanism which leads in the dynamical critical behavior to the

universality with respect to the choice of the transition rate within a rather

wide class. The only effect of the modification of the transition rate is in the

transient effects, occurring out of the asymptotic time regime, yhere scaling

, is expected (see APPendix).
in closing our discussion, we s'ant to call attention to the fact that a

rather striking characteristic of the approach presented h"* is its relatively

high degree óf complexity, which one would not a priori expect when

Aáfng ilth such simple systems as mean field models. This is once moÍe a

g"rr"ro'í,-u"ry eloquent indication of the serious difficulties involved in the

iealization óf an equivalent renormalization approach to the dynamics of

more realistic models.

APPENDIX

The equations (28)-(29) for the renormalized time have been solved

straightforwardly in SécÀn 4 on the basis of two qualitatively justified

urroáptiorrr: 1aj ttre n-dependent terms in 7 can be ignored' at least for

sufficiently hró times; and (b) for the calculation, the system is assumed

to relax tó its iixeA-point equilibrium state, neglecting dwia.tions from e*.

In this appendix, wJ show that these assumptions are indeed legitimate.

A.1. The n-DePendent Terms

Vy'e show here that, for e close to el, the contribution to B of the

rn-dependent terms in 7 remains finite when tR gges to infini- ty' 
-'iV" .t"rt by noticing a basic property of the function A(è,m) [grven by

EC.(ll) or 1li;1 which-enters in the time evolution equation (10) of the

,ytt"..'If we denote by S(z) the entropy function, already defined in

Paper I,

S(-): - t dm6th-tm

we verify that, in general, at each fr f.or which

s(u) + è(fr):Q

(A-l)

(A.2)
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we also have
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A(è,ffi):0 (A.3)

The m values which satisfy (A.2) correspond to extremal points for thc
equilibrium probability distribution of the m variable. This means that,
irrespective of its detailed behavior, A(è,m) always vanishes at the fr value
which corresponds to the absolute maximum of that probability distribu-
tion function. In the thermodynamic limit, this value coincides with the
aveÍage magnetization, as follows immediately frorr a saddle-point argu-
ment.

Let us now considetr, as an example, a situation for T ) ?:, with
eventually a magnetic field present. The typical shape of - A as a function
of rr is sketched in Fig" 1. We expect only one zera atn-, coinciding with
the origin in the case of zero,external field. Secondary maxima are indeed
excluded by the absence of netastable states for T ] 7".

The solution of Eq. (28) can be written in terms of the functions
fi(fro,t) and fr{{fr,t), which are, respectively, the solution of the character-
istic equation (14) and its inverse. We have, namely,

Ê(m,t!: f,' ar t1aQfto(m,t),/)) (A.4)

We have suppressed in (A.4) the functional dependences on e(z), in order
to simplify the notation.

Due to the shape oI A, it is easily recogni2ed thal frs(m,t') will tend to
m- whEn Í goes to infinity, whatever is the detailed behavior of fi,. This
reflects the fact that the meao magnetization approaches -m for t going to
infinity. The same property holds for fr(fro(m,t),t') for every finite value of
Í'. This property now suggests to us splitting up B into two pieces as
follows:

B(m,ty: [' at 14my + 
Jo' 

aqr{fr(fro(m,t),t'\) - v@)) (A.5)

Fig. l. Typical behavior of the function -A(è,m)f.or a situation above criticality and in the
presence of a magnetic field. If the magnetic field becomes zero, ffi coincides with the origin.

fis (m,t)
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By a simple change of variable one can check that the second integral must
be bounded, for evely tinre t. Indee4 we can put it in the form

f 
* dxA-'("Xy(") - .f @))

Jrfto1m, t1

(4.6)

Since fi{m,t) approaches rr for t going to infinity, this integral remains
bounded (for reasonable behaviors of 7 and I around fr), at least for
è + è*. At the fixed point itself, the integral diverges, since at el we have
tJnat A: 0. This means that for long times and for T Z T" the asymptotic
value of B is always given by

B(*,t),ï*y(m)t (4.7)

This result tells us that indeed the qualitative discussion of Section 4 on the

asymptotic behavior of the renormalized time function lvas substantially
correct, at least above criticality. We must indeed take into account the fact
lha;t fr must approach zero when the systern becomes critical (i.e., at zero

magnetic field).
The discussion for T 1 T" is complicated by the pÍesence of metasta-

ble states, which would amount to the presence of additional zeros for the

function A(m). The basic arguments are tle same as above, and we omit
the full discussion.

The transient time effects implied by the pr€senoe of terms of the form
(À6) in the behavior of p will obviously dqend on the type of transition
rate we actually choose in the master equation, according to our consider-
ations of Section 2.

A.2, The Devhilons Írom the Flxed Polnl

We have just shown how we need a small deviation from criticality in
order to prove the irrelevance of the rn dependence of the renormalized

time. Nevertheless, also the explicit dependence on óé of 1 may be ne-

glected, in the sense that it can only lead to corrections to scaling for the

relaxation time í0.
The irrelevant scaling fields may of course be neglected by letting s

tend to infinity. Let us pvt h:0 and restrict our argurnent'to tle depen-

dence on the temperature parameteÍ a2: r' From (39) one can immedi-

ately derive result (44), i.e., the inverse proportionality of the relaxation

time to the deviation from the critical temperature. We will show how this

result is changed if one includes the explicit a, dependence of 7.
From (31) one may show that

r(m:0) = -(l - 2a)(l + Zar) (A.8)

which is correct up to terms of order a?r. Since a2 scales according to (21),
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this leads us to

ot^
a, 

: - tR(l - 2o) [l * 2are(t-zc)s1 (A'9)

This equation has the solution

t^(^:0, t,s,lr: e* + ezffi2]) : texp{ - [tt -2a)s *2are(t-24)s]]

(A.10)

With the same argument that leads from (39) to (44), this gives us for the

relaxation time the scaling relation

to-lT - T,f rexp( -2lT - T"l) (A.l l)

The exponential is of course a negligible correction term. A similar argu-

ment may be given in the presence of a magnetic field.
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